Origami-based design holds promise for developing new mechanical metamaterial whose overall kinematic and mechanical properties can be programmed using purely geometric criteria. In this article, we demonstrate, for the first time, that the deformation of a generic degree-4 vertex (4-vertex) origami cell is a combination of contracting, shearing, bending, and facet-binding. The last three deformation mechanisms are missing in the current rigid-origami metamaterial investigations of which focuses were mainly on conventional Miura-ori patterns. We show that these mechanisms provide the 4-vertex origami sheets and blocks with new deformation patterns as well as extraordinary kinematical and mechanical properties, including self-locking, tridirectional negative Poisson's ratios, flipping of stiffness profiles, and emerging shearing stiffness. This study reveals that the 4-vertex cells offer a better platform and greater design space for developing origami-based mechanical metamaterials than the conventional Miura-ori cell.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the recent interests in origami research is to translate the principles of paper folding into the designs of novel mechanical metamaterials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Such metamaterials are essentially periodic assemblies of origami units so that their overall unusual mechanical properties are defined by the intricate folding geometry rather than the constituent materials. Auxetic effects [1, 2, 5] , nonlinear stiffness [2] [3] [4] 9] , and multistability [5, 7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have been reported. These unorthodox properties are programmable via synthesizing the folding crease pattern; combined with the foldability and scalability of origami, they offer the origami-based mechanical metamaterials with promising application potentials [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The aforementioned properties of origami metamaterials mainly originate from the kinematics of rigid-folding. Rigid-foldable origami retains one degree-of-freedom for folding even if its facets are assumed to be rigid panels connected by perfect hinges. The most elementary rigid-foldable unit for building origami metamaterials is the degree-4 vertex (for short, 4-vertex) [19] , which consists of four rigid sectors connected by four folds that meet at a point. The current state of the art in rigid-origami metamaterials is mainly based on a very special 4-vertex: the Miura-ori and its close relatives [1, 2, 4, 5, 8] . Miura-ori design is constrained by two conditions: one is being flat-foldable that the origami can be folded to a flat state; and the other is having two collinear crease lines. Such strong constraints simplify the geometry but limit the deformation of Miura-based metamaterials to contraction and extension only. On the other hand, several recent studies systematically investigated the folding kinematics and multi-stability of 4-vertices [13, 19] , which illustrates the potentials of extending the metamaterial research from Miura-ori to generic 4-vertices.
Here we present a framework of translating the folding kinematics of the constituent generic 4-vertex to the deformation mechanisms and mechanical properties of the overall origami metamaterial. Specifically, we demonstrate that the deformation of a generic 4-vertex origami cell is a combination of in-plane and out-of-plane shearing, bending, contracting, and facetbinding; the first two have not been discovered in rigid-origami metamaterials before. We show that these deformation mechanisms are partially passed down to three types of non-generic 4-vertex cell: general flat-foldable, single collinear, and Miura-ori cells. Furthermore, we show that the newly discovered deformation mechanisms of the constituent cell provide the origami sheets and stacked blocks with extraordinary properties that are unseen from previous studies. In terms of kinematics, the design space for constructing metamaterial is significantly expanded by introducing rich and new deformations patterns and large ranges of achievable maximum deformation. In terms of mechanical properties, the shear deformations can induce tri-directional negative Poisson's ratio and can qualitatively alter the stiffness profiles (including generating shearing stiffness). It's worth noting that while the focus of this study is on metamaterials, the approach is fundamental and generic, and thus the outcome will advance and impact the overall field of origami research.
II. GEOMETRIES AND DEFORMATION MECHANISMS
We start with a generic 4-vertex (G-4) cell without any geometry constraints. It consists of four rigid parallelogram facets connected by four folds; its geometry is characterized by two length parameters ( , ) a b and four sector angles auxiliary planes (I to IV) are constructed ( Fig. 1(b) ). In this research, to facilitate the study on cell deformation, without loss of generality, we assume that 1 α is the smallest sector angle, fold 4 has the opposite type (say, "valley" fold) from the rest (i.e., 4 ρ is the unique fold, which calls the single-collinear (SC) cell has a pair of collinear creases; and the Miura-ori cell has both characters. For convenience, we assign 1 α and 4 α (for simplicity, denoted by α and β , respectively) as the independent angles of the GFF and SC cells, 1 α (denoted by α ) as the independent angle of the Miura-ori cell ( Fig. 1(a) ). The following geometry quantities are defined to examine the cell deformation ( Fig. 1(b) ϕ represents the out-of-plane shear of a cell; the relationship between 13 ϕ and 24 ϕ illustrates the relative bend of a cell; and D is used to quantify whether facet-binding happens at a non-flat state.
We calculate the above quantities for the four types of cell through vector operations (Appendix A). 
III. CONSTRUCTIONS OF 4-VERTEX ORIGAMI METAMATERIALS
The above uncovered deformation mechanisms motivate us to develop origami metamaterials with generic 4-vertices, and to explore their extraordinary properties. In this section, we introduce the construction of 4-vertex origami sheets and blocks. Taking the 4-vertex cell as a unit, origami sheets can be assembled by repeating identical cells along the L and W directions (see Fig. 2 ). Waitukaitis et al. [13] have pointed out that such tessellation would introduce three 
IV. KINEMATICS OF 4-VERTEX ORIGAMI METAMATERIALS
We now investigate how the newly discovered deformation mechanisms contribute to the kinematics of the 4-vertex sheets and blocks. We first point out that as component units, the 4-vertex cells' contracting, shearing, and facet-binding deformations can be accordingly passed on to the corresponding sheets. However, bending is lost when repeating the G-4 cell into G-4 sheet because the out-of-plane shear is counteracting the bending such that the planes I and II remain parallel during folding. Similarly, the contracting, shearing, and facet-binding are further passed on to the GFF, SC, and Miura-ori stacked blocks [21] . However, the GFF block is no longer flatfoldable and regains the facet-binding mechanism. Table I also displays the deformation mechanisms of the 4-vertex sheets and stacked blocks; video illustrations are given in Supplemental material [20] .
Particularly, facet-binding will induce self-locking in certain 4-vertex sheets and stacked blocks, due to two different mechanisms: in-cell facet-binding and inter-cell facet-binding. We
show that self-locking of the G-4 and SC sheets is due to in-cell facet-binding, i.e., two facets in each cell bind together to prevent the whole sheet from further folding ( Fig. 3(a) ). The GFF block has two self-locking states ( Fig. 3(b) ): self-locking in the nested-in configuration is attributed to inter-cell facet-binding, i.e., one facet of the top cell and one facet of the bottom cell in each stacked unit bind together, which prevents the whole block from further folding; selflocking in the bulged-out configuration is because the bottom cell is folded into a flat state and all the four facets bind together, which is still the effect of in-cell facet-binding. The SC block also has two self-locking states ( GFF_bulged-out:
combined action of the two mechanisms; self-locking in the bulged-out configuration is induced by two separate in-cell facet-bindings. See detailed analysis in Appendix D. Note that while [1] provided an example of self-locking, here we present a generic and basic mechanism analysis.
Moreover, we demonstrate that the GFF and SC sheets/blocks feature larger ranges of maximum achievable deformation than the previously investigated Miura-ori design. In length and width directions, we examine the maximum achievable strains, defined as
where 0 L and 0 W are the initial length and width of the sheet/block, respectively; f L and f W are the final length and width of the sheet/block when the binding fold is fully folded, respectively.
Moreover, we examine For both cases, the Miura-ori design locates just on the dotted line α β = . Figure 4 reveals that in the length and width directions, the maximum achievable strain of the Miura-ori sheet/block is programmable only in the length direction, while fixed at 100% in the width direction regardless of the value of α . However, the maximum achievable strains of the GFF/SC sheet/block can be programmed in both the length and width directions from 0 to 100%.
Moreover, the Miura-ori sheet/block does not possess shearing deformability ( 
V. MECHANICS OF 4-VERTEX ORIGAMI METAMATERIALS
We now discuss the mechanical properties of the 4-vertex sheets and blocks. We first focus on the Poisson's ratios of the GFF, SC and Miura-ori sheets, which can be calculated as ρ is the initial dihedral angle corresponding to the initial stress free configuration
Then the tangent stiffness of the origami sheet can be determined via variation principle. The stretching stiffness in the length and height directions are given by
, respectively. Particularly, due to the emerging shearing deformation, we also investigate the in-plane and out-of-plane shearing stiffness defined as , respectively. Stiffness of the staked blocks can be determined using similar arguments (Appendix F).
FIG. 5.
Poisson's ratios HL ν and WL ν of the three types of sheet (with the same geometry parameters as those in Fig.   1 ). Insets illustrate the states of the 2 2 × GFF sheets before, at, and after the flipping. sheets with respect to the folding process. The key observation is that the shearing deformation generates finite in-plane shearing stiffness I G in the SC sheet (Fig. 6(c) ) and finite out-of-plane shearing stiffness O G in the GFF sheet ( Fig. 6(d) ). Such shearing stiffness has never been observed or reported on other types of rigid origami. Moreover, such shearing stiffness comes only from rigid-folding, indicating that the corresponding metamaterials are able to withstand shear deformation without bending or twisting of the facets or creases, which is significantly different with other shear behavior reported in [2, 3] where facet/crease material deformation is a necessity. Note that due to the loss of corresponding shear deformation, the GFF and Miura-ori sheets cannot feature in-plane shearing stiffness from rigid-folding, and the SC and Miura-ori sheets cannot feature out-of-plane shearing stiffness either; in other words, they can bear shear deformation only if material deformation is allowed.
FIG. 6.
Normalized stretching and shearing stiffness of the three types of sheet (with the same geometry parameters as those in Fig. 1 In addition, we see that the out-of-plane shearing deformation qualitatively alters the stiffness profiles in the GFF sheet. At the ending stage of folding, L K undergoes a sudden increase ( Fig. 6(a) ) because the sheet is close to the flat state and the rate of length change is very small. We also observe a pair of stiffness jump and a stiffness switch on H K and O G (Fig. 6(b) ); such discontinuity on stiffness is because H and 13 ϕ experience switches from increase to decrease due to the out-of-plane shear (Appendix F).
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Our analysis on the deformation mechanisms and the resulting physical properties of the 4-vertex origami metamaterials are rooted in the geometry of the unit 4-vertex cells. Starting with the most generic 4-certex cell, the G-4 cell, we have illustrated that its deformation is a combination of contraction, in-plane and out-of-plane shearing, bending, and facet-binding. The last three mechanisms are missing in the current Miura-ori-based metamaterial research. These mechanisms could be partly inherited by the GFF, SC, and Miura-ori cells, which are generated by incorporating additional constraints among sector angles.
We have also established the relationship between the deformation mechanisms and the metamaterials' kinematic/mechanical properties. We find that by breaking the Miura-ori limitation, the GFF and SC designs can significantly expand their maximum available deformation ranges. Furthermore, the newly uncovered deformation mechanisms introduce various novel properties: facet-binding provides the metamaterials with self-locking ability, outof-plane shear generates tri-directional negative Poisson's ratio in GFF designs, and in-plane and out-of-plane shears offer the metamaterials with shearing stiffness without material deformation.
Finally we would like to remark that this research paves the way for applying 4-vertex origami design into metamaterial development. Our analysis allows us to formulate and solve inverse design problems to derive the geometry parameters of the 4-vertex cell that lead to specified deformation patterns (ref. Table 1 ) and deformation capability (ref. Fig. 4 ).
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Appendix A. Geometry quantities in vector space
Here we introduce the principles of calculating the geometry quantities L , W , H , S ϕ , D , 13 ϕ , 24 ϕ , and
( 1, 2,3, 4) i i θ = in a 3D vector space. We first calculate the coordinates of each vertex in a cell (for clarity, vertex i in Fig. A1 is denoted by V ( 0,...,8) i i = The length L and width W of a cell can be determined by
The angle S ϕ can be expressed as To obtain the other quantities, we first define the auxiliary planes. The plane I is spanned by 1 6 V V uuuuu r and 1 5 V V uuuuu r ; the plane II is spanned by 3 7 V V uuuuur and 3 8 V V uuuuur ; the plane III is spanned by 6 2 V V uuuuur and 6 4 V V uuuuur ; and the plane IV is spanned by We remark that the rectangular coordinate can be built in other ways, through coordinate translations and rotations.
However, expressions for these geometry quantities do not depend on the coordinate systems because they are calculated based on the relative relations among vectors. We also remark that the above expressions work for all the four types of cell in this study. Taking a step of Geometries of the GFF cell. In the GFF cell (with dimensions , a b , and sector angles , ( < ) α β α β ) [ Fig. B1 
and after the critical point, we have We also calculate the quantities J and K , which are useful when deriving the conditions for stacking two GFF cells. J is the distance between vertex 4 V and the line 5 8 V V . Plot the perpendicular of the x o y − − plane through vertex 1 V , which intersects with the plane at point 9 V . K is the distance between point 9 V and the line 5 6 V V .
Before the critical point, we have
and after the critical point, we have ( / 2) , ( / 2) .
Geometries of the SC cell. In the SC cell (with cell dimensions , a b , and sector angles , ( < ) α β α β ) [ Fig. B2 
Appendix C. Stacking geometry of the GFF and SC cells
Two GFF or SC cells can be stacked along their zig-zag crease lines into a stacked unit. To make the two different cells kinematically compatible so that they can stay connected along the zig-zag crease lines during folding, the stacking geometry is derived here.
Stacking of GFF cells. To ensure the kinematic compatibility of two GFF cells, the bottom cell A and top cell B must satisfy the following constraints on extrinsic cell geometry:
which is equivalent to , , 458 458 , 956 956 , 
Appendix D. Self-locking in 4-vertex blocks
In addition to the simulation illustrations on self-locking shown in Fig. 3 , we provide theoretical analysis on the folding angles to show how self-locking happens in GFF and SC blocks. θ θ intersect at 90 ).
Appendix F. Stiffness in 4-vertex sheets and blocks
Here detailed derivation on the stiffness of the 4-vertex sheets and blocks are provided. In GFF, SC, and Miura-ori sheets, the stretching stiffness along the length and height directions can be expressed through
Notice that due to the out-of-plane shearing deformation, the height H and the dihedral angle 13 ϕ will experience a switch from increasing to decreasing [ Fig. F1 In GFF, SC, and Miura-ori stacked units, the total elastic energy 
